Today: Generic programming and STL
• So far
• C style: arrays with new and pointers
• Classes and functions to structure the code
• Abstraction: classes define a clear interface, details are irrelevant to the user
• Polymorphism: same interface for multiple classes => “virtual” calls
• Inheritance: reuse common features of multiple classes

• Today (and on May 9)
• Generic programming: same code for different types => “template” code
• C++ STL (Standard Template Library) => solves common problems

• Remember last week’s disclaimer: Use with care!
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General Advise: Don’t reinvent the wheel
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• Use libraries:
• Discover the available open source libraries for your application
• Examples: STL, boost, thrust libraries
• Info on C++ and STL: http://www.cplusplus.com/reference, http://stackoverflow.com
• Boost and thrust: http://www.boost.org, http://code.google.com/p/thrust

• To learn about library/language features:
• create a separate program
• hack it, make your hand dirty
• once you are familiar with it, integrate it to your software

• Take advantage of popular libraries:
• general, tested, reasonably/very efficient

• For the lecture: focus on a subset of STL
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Example: generic particle simulation
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• Goal: evolve N particles and output at given times
• Done last week (particlemotion.cpp)
• N particles at positions [i*L/N, 0] (i = 1..N) with vel. field (1-exp(-x^2-y^2))*[-y, x]
n
n
=
x
+
dt
v
• Integrate with forward Euler xn+1
i
i (dt = 0.1)
i

• Next steps
• put it into a class and test it (see particlemotion_class1.cpp)
• extend the class via inheritance to vary initial positions, velocity field, etc
(see particlemotion_class2.cpp)

• What if we want to vary the data precision (float vs double) ?
• old school solution: multiple includes of the same “template” header
(see particlemotion_template_test_old.cpp and particlemotion_template_old.h)
• C++ solution: use the “template” keyword
(see particlemotion_template_test.cpp and particlemotion_template.h)
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What is generic programming?
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• Idea: Programs encode “actions” (algorithms, procedures,
instructions for a machine)
• The type of data they act upon may vary. An algorithm could be capable of acting
on more than one data type
• Example: The Quicksort algorithm can sort any sequence of entities among which a
pairwise comparison operator is defined

• Problem: Any particular implementation of an algorithm using
classical programming limits it to one specific data type
• Example: An implementation of the Quicksort algorithm in C could be defined for
double variable. This implementation will only be able to sort double arrays

• This wastes one of the most precious features of algorithms:
their generality!
• In practice we will write the same algorithm several times for different data types
(and hopefully use function overloading to provide a consistent interface)
• All those versions look the same apart from the data type => let the compiler do it
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Generic functions in C++
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template for abs() function:

abs() function generated for any given type:

template <typename X> X abs(X value) {
if (value < 0) {
return -value;
} else {
return value;
}
}

int main() {
cout << abs(-10) << endl;
cout << abs(-10.0) << endl;
cout << abs(-10L) << endl;
cout << abs(-10.0F) << endl;

//
//
//
//

int
double
long int
float

return 0;
}

• The specific data type the function will operate upon is chosen
according to the passed parameters (if possible)

• The compiler will automatically generate the correct specific
code for the type of data that is actually used

• Can be thought of as a function that “overloads itself on demand”
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Generic functions in C++
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template for abs() function:

abs() function generated for any (???) given type:

template <typename X> X abs(X value) {
if (value < 0) {
return -value;
} else {
return value;
}
}

int main() {
cout << abs('a') << endl;
cout << abs("aha") << endl;

// char
// const char*

return 0;
}

• Type of “value” must allow two operations “value < 0” and “-value”
• ‘a’ is of type “char” => ok since its an unsigned integer in [0,255]
• “aha” is a pointer (“ const char * ”) => cannot take “-” of pointer
• compiler error:
main.cpp: In function 'X abs(X) [with X = const char*]':
main.cpp:8: error: wrong type argument to unary minus

• ...and that’s one of the more readable errors when using template code...
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Generic functions in C++
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template <typename X> return-type func-name(arguments) {
// body
}

• Properties of “template” functions:
• “X” in function replaced by given type
• Note: keyword “typename” can be replaced by “class”
• can have multiple types: template <typename X, typename X2, ...> ...
• can have basic integer data types: template <int X, bool X2, ...> ...
• as with most things in C++, “template ...” and function can be on different lines
• if compiler cannot derive “X = type” from arguments (or you want to override it), the
function can be called as: func-name<type>(arguments)
• can be specialized for a given type “X = type” (or number):
template <> return-type func-name<type>(arguments)

• allows for optimized versions of the generic function and for exceptions
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Templates with multiple types
// compiler can choose T1, T2 according to x1, x2
template <typename T1, typename T2>
T1 getmax(T1 x1, T2 x2) {
if (x1 < x2) {
return x2;
} else {
return x1;
}
}
// we have to choose T1 (no way for compiler to know)
template <typename T1>
T1 convertdouble(double x2) {
return x2;
}
// advanced: we choose T1, compiler chooses T2
template <typename T1, typename T2>
T1 convert(T2 x2) {
return x2;
}
int main() {
int i = 1;
double d = 2.5;
cout
cout
cout
cout

<<
<<
<<
<<

getmax(i,d) << endl;
getmax<double,double>(i,d) << endl;
convertdouble<int>(d) << endl;
convert<int>(d) << endl;

return 0;
}

see template_test.cpp
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//
//
//
//

compiler sets T1 = int, T2 = double
we choose T1 = T2 = double
we choose T1 = int
we choose T1 = int, compiler sets T2 = double
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Templates with basic integer data types
// function generated at compile-time (can optimize!)
template <int N>
double power(double d) {
double res = 1;
for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i) {
! res *= d;
}
return res;
}
// specialized versions for square and cube
template <>
double power<2>(double d) {
return d*d;
}
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One can pass integers as template
arguments. Big advantage of
templates is that they generate
functions at compile-time.
=> as if we had hard-coded N
=> compiler can optimize code

template <>
double power<3>(double d) {
return d*d*d;
}
int main() {
double d = 2.5;
cout << power<2>(d) << endl;
cout << power<3>(d) << endl;
cout << power<10>(d) << endl;
return 0;
}

see template_test.cpp
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Template arguments must be known
at compile-time! You cannot use a
variable as a template argument!

Generic classes in C++
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template <typename X> class class-name {
// class declaration
};

• Very similar syntax as for generic functions and same properties
• Data-type-specific instances of such a class are created as:
class-name<type> object-name;

• The whole class (incl. member functions) is generic
• Class is a “template” to generate actual types
• “class-name” is not a type! “class-name<type>” is a type!
• class declaration (signature of methods) and definition must be in header file
• commonly all the methods declared and defined in class-body but we can also
define them outside (using same syntax as for generic functions)
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Generic classes in C++
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container.cpp from week1 (shortened)

new container.cpp => template container code

class Container {
int size;
float * data;
public:
// constructor with initialization list
Container(int N): size(N) { data = new float[N]; }
// destructor
~Container() { delete[] data; }
// copy constructor
Container(const Container& other): size(other.size) {
data = new float[size];
for (int i = 0; i < size; ++i)
data[i] = other.data[i];
}
// access operator for non-const Container
float& operator[](unsigned int i) {
return data[i];
}
};

template <typename X>
class Container {
int size;
X * data;
public:
// constructor with initialization list
Container(int N): size(N) { data = new X[N]; }
// destructor
~Container() { delete[] data; }
// copy constructor
Container(const Container& other): size(other.size) {
data = new X[size];
for (int i = 0; i < size; ++i)
data[i] = other.data[i];
}
// access operator for non-const Container
X& operator[](unsigned int i) {
return data[i];
}
};

how to use:

how to use:

// construct
Container c(10);
// set values
c[2] = 5;
c[3] = 10;
cout << c[2] << "," << c[3] << endl;
// copy the data?
Container c2 = c;
c2[3] = 15;
cout << c[2] << "," << c[3] << endl;
cout << c2[2] << "," << c2[3] << endl;

// construct
Container<int> c(10);
// set values
c[2] = 5;
c[3] = 10;
cout << c[2] << "," << c[3] << endl;
// copy the data?
Container<int> c2 = c;
c2[3] = 15;
cout << c[2] << "," << c[3] << endl;
cout << c2[2] << "," << c2[3] << endl;

easy to use for any type
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Generic programming - Advantages
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• Generic code works for all data types for which they possibly
can. Even for those being added to the language later and for
those you did not think about when implementing the function (but
maybe some smart user of your function will utilize them anyway)

• Only as many overloaded versions as actually used in a specific
program are generated (and not all that could possibly be used)

• You save a lot of typing by not having to overload functions
manually and it’s less error-prone than manual overloading
(“copy-paste errors”)

• Your code is more readable, less cluttered, and easier to
maintain (fixes only needed in one place)

• But...nasty compiler messages! Unsupported template types
lead to errors which are very hard to read and understand
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Containers - C++ style
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new container.cpp => template container code
template <typename X>
class Container {
int size;
X * data;
public:
// constructor with initialization list
Container(int N): size(N) { data = new X[N]; }
// destructor
~Container() { delete[] data; }
// copy constructor
Container(const Container& other): size(other.size) {
data = new X[size];
for (int i = 0; i < size; ++i)
data[i] = other.data[i];
}
// access operator for non-const Container
X& operator[](unsigned int i) {
return data[i];
}
};

how to use:
// construct
Container<int> c(10);

Simple containers with size chosen
at run-time are very common
=> in STL, we have “vector”

#include <vector>
#include <iostream>
using namespace std;
int main() {
// construct
vector<int> c(10);

// set values
c[2] = 5;
c[3] = 10;
cout << c[2] << "," << c[3] << endl;

// set values
c[2] = 5;
c[3] = 10;
cout << c[2] << "," << c[3] << endl;

// copy the data?
Container<int> c2 = c;
c2[3] = 15;
cout << c[2] << "," << c[3] << endl;
cout << c2[2] << "," << c2[3] << endl;

// copy the data?
vector<int> c2 = c;
c2[3] = 15;
cout << c[2] << "," << c[3] << endl;
cout << c2[2] << "," << c2[3] << endl;
}
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return 0;

Containers and other common types...
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• Many data structures are repetitive (vectors, arrays, lists, etc.)
• They are implemented over and over again
• Implementations must be bug-free and efficient
• This might be very time consuming
• So in short: use libraries
• Start from STL: C++ provides a library of generic standard data
structures and basic algorithms
• Reference: http://www.cplusplus.com/reference, http://www.cppreference.com
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What is STL?
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• The Standard Template Library (STL) is a set of general-purpose
generic classes and functions provided by C++

• Part of the C++ Standard Library included with any C++ compiler
• additional features (not covered in course) were added with the latest C++ standard
(C++11) => support for some C++11 features is still experimental in gcc...

• We focus on three parts of the library:
• Containers
Objects that hold other objects. Examples: vectors, matrices, queues, lists, etc.
• Iterators
“Pseudo pointers” that allow looping through containers
• Algorithms
Frequently used algorithms that act on the contents of a container.
e.g.: sorting, searching, converting, ...
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Why STL?
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Every line of code you don’t write
is bug free, and is bunch of
minutes of free time.
• STL greatly reduces the lines of code you have to write
• STL provides proven and tested implementations of frequently
used data types and operators

• STL is established. The implementations are reasonably efficient.
Your own code would probably be slower.

• You can talk to people about STL (stackoverflow, etc.)
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The vector class
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• If you don’t like dynamic allocation with new and delete, you have
to know and love the “vector” class

• STL Vectors are dynamic arrays
• can be initialized to a given size and (!) resized (efficiently!) whenever needed
• efficient random access to any element in the vector (just like a C-array)
• they can be copied, overwritten and they delete whatever data storage they use
when they go out of scope (just like our Container class implemented earlier)

• Two main use cases:
• Replacement for dynamic arrays (like our Container class)
• (with an optimizing compiler) just as efficient and fast as low level C-style arrays

• Stack of data (can efficiently add additional elements after the last element,
remove the last element and access the last element)
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Vector example - dynamic array
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#include <iostream>
#include <vector>
// inlude STL vector definition
using namespace std;
int main() {
// construct
vector<double> vd(5);
vector<int> v(5,1);
vector<int> v2(v);

//
//
//
//

double vector with 5 elements
int vector with 5 elements,
elements initialized to 1
construct as copy

// set values (like an array)
v[2] = 5;
v[3] = 10;
cout << v[1] << "," << v[2] << "," << v[3] << endl;
// get all values
for (size_t i = 0; i < v.size(); ++i) {
cout << v[i] << ",";
}
cout << endl;
// overwrite vector
v2 = v; // note: size doesn't have to fit (type does)
vector<int> v3(10);
v3 = v;
cout << v3.size() << endl;
//vd = v; // NOT OK (cannot convert int vector to double vector)
return 0;
}

see vector_test.cpp
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size_t is C++ type for container sizes

(a basic data type of non-negative
integers, e.g. “unsigned int”)
(we could also use “int i” here...)
v.size() returns the current size of

the vector (may change at run-time)

Vector example - stack
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#include <iostream>
#include <vector>
// inlude STL vector definition
using namespace std;
int main() {
// construct
vector<int> vs;
// empty vector (to be resized later)
// add elements
for (int i = 0; i < 10; ++i) {
vs.push_back(i); // add additional element to the vector
}
cout << vs.size() << endl; // now 10 elements in vector
// access last element
cout << vs.back() << endl; // last element is "9"
// remove last element
vs.pop_back();
cout << vs.back() << endl; // last one is "8" now
// show all values
for (size_t i = 0; i < vs.size(); ++i) {
cout << vs[i] << ",";
}
cout << endl;
return 0;
}

see vector_test.cpp
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vector guarantees that
insertion or removal of an
element at the end are done
in constant time (O(1), i.e.
independent of vector size)

Vector example - more commands
#include <iostream>
#include <vector>
// inlude STL vector definition
using namespace std;
int main() {
vector<int> v(5,1);

// int vector with 5 elements
// elements initialized to 1

// access elements
v[10];
// no check done, just reads out-of-bounds
v.at(10);
// checks bounds, error when reading out-of-bounds
v.front(); // get first element of vector
// remove all elements from vector
v.clear();
// size of vector
v.empty();
// true if vector is empty
v.resize(10); // change size of vector
// vector has a capacity of how much it could store without
// allocating new memory (usually not the same as size!)
v.capacity(); // current capacity of vector
v.reserve(20); // change capacity of vector
return 0;
}

see vector_test.cpp
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More STL containers
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• list<T>
Linked list, only sequential access: no L[51]!

• deque<T>
Double-ended queue with random access (vector has no
push_front!). More general than vector.

• queue<T>
First-in, first-out. No random access

• priority_queue<T>
a sorted queue (position of insertion is defined by element value)

• stack<T>
Last-in, first-out

• Many others, not treated here
(map, multimap, set, multiset, ...)
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Iterators
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• Not all STL containers allow for random access like “v[10]”
• but you can always iterate through the elements in some order

• STL introduces iterators to loop over any STL container
• An iterator is “like a pointer”... but it works even if objects are spread in memory
• Each STL container class has an iterator defined for it
• Iterators can be incremented/decremented etc. like pointers
• Allows for generic loops and algorithms on any container

• C++ style loop:
vector<int> v(10,1); // an int vector
// iterate over int vector
for(vector<int>::iterator it = v.begin(); it != v.end(); ++it) {
cout << *it << endl;
}
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Iterators
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Generally, template-type-names can become very long
=> use “typedef” for readability
Typedef defines a new name “X” for an existing type “T”:
typedef T X;

typedef vector<int> myvec; // we use int vectors
myvec v(10,1);
// iterate over the vector
for(myvec::iterator it = v.begin(); it != v.end(); ++it) {
cout << *it << endl;
}
Access elements by dereferencing
iterator (like a pointer)
begin() points to first element
end() points one past (!) the last element
(don’t dereference end(); it points to nowhere!)
We prefer ++it over it++. “it++” makes a temporary object which will be returned and then
increments the iterator. “++it” does not require this temporary object...
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